Key:

Prices per person (based on a main and a drink)

£ - under £15
££ - £15 to £25
£££ - more than £25
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Restaurants

A - Al Duca (Italian) £££
4/5 Duke of York Street – 020 7839 3090
An elegant and relaxed restaurant serving a range of traditional and modern Italian dishes. A pre-theatre menu is available.

B - Belgo Centraal (Belgian) £
50 Earlham Street – 0207 813 2233
Famous for its Belgian beers and mussels, Belgo also serves grills, fish and rotisserie. Special offers throughout the week. There is also a branch in Soho.

C - Big Easy (BBQ) ££
12 Maiden Lane – 020 3728 4888
Specializes in barbequed meat and lobster but also offers a variety of shellfish and sandwiches. Pre-theatre and late night menus available. Book well in advance!

D - Brasserie Zedel (French) ££
20 Sherwood Street – 020 7734 4888
A large and busy but excellent Parisian-style restaurant hidden in the heart of London. Serves food until late. Book well in advance!

E - Browns Covent Garden (European) £££
82-84 St. Martin’s Lane – 020 7497 5050
Browns provides an eclectic choice of dishes and cocktails in ornate surroundings.

F - Byron (Burgers) £
24-28 Charing Cross Road – 0207 240 3550
Specialists in hamburgers, their mission is: to do a simple thing well, and do it properly. There is also a branch on Haymarket.

G - Champagne Charlie’s (British) ££
17 The Archers, Villiers Street
A traditional and rustic British pub/restaurant hidden away beneath Charing Cross station. Part of Davy’s wine merchants, it specializes in wine, port, and real ale (served as it should be in a pewter tankard). The menu has a range of classic, seasonal British dishes.

H - Côte (French) £
50-51 St Martin’s Lane – 020 7379 9747
A well-known Parisian-style chain restaurant. Pre-theatre and gluten free menus are available. There are several other branches across London, including Soho and Covent Garden.

I - San Carlo Cicchetti (Italian) £££
215 Piccadilly – 020 7494 9435
A traditional Venetian restaurant serving cicchetti – small plates to share or eat alone. There is also a branch in Covent Garden. Book in advance.

J - Wahaca (Mexican) £
119 Waterloo Road – 020 3697 4140
Wahaca serves honest Mexican street food. The branch on the Southbank is constructed from recycled railway sleepers giving it a unique atmosphere. There are several other branches in London, including Soho and Covent Garden. They do not take bookings so turn up with plenty of time!

Bars and Pubs

K - Gordon’s Wine Bar ££
47 Villiers Street – 020 7930 1408
The oldest wine bar in London est. 1890, this bar is the cellar of the home once lived in by Samuel Pepys (1680s) and Rudyard Kipling (1890s).

L - La Cave de L’Opera £££
6-7-8 Royal Opera Arcade – 020 7321 2529
La Cave at Pall Mall Fine Wine is a fully licensed tasting bar serving more than 50 wines by the glass.

M - The Porterhouse ££
22 Maiden Lane – 020 7379 7917
This genuinely Irish pub is split over 12 levels but still manages a cozy atmosphere. It specializes in beer hand crafted in Dublin.

N - Waxy O’Connors £
14-16 Rupert Street – 020 7287 0255
Waxy’s Irish pub has four unique bars covering six levels linked by staircases and passages. Live music four nights a week.